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Banking Automation B U L L E T I N

BRC criticises cost of
card acceptance and
calls for government
action
Spending on payment cards continues to grow strongly worldwide – by 13% last
year according to RBR’s recent research. Even in countries where cash usage is also
growing, cash is losing share, and in a growing number of more developed payments
markets, cash usage is flat or falling. The trend towards greater use of cards over cash
has only been accelerated by COVID‑19, although the impact has been greater in
countries with more established cards infrastructure.
Against this backdrop, the British Retail Consortium (BRC) has published its latest
payments survey. The results show cards making up a growing share of retail
payments. More controversially, however, the BRC survey also estimates the cost of
accepting different forms of payment and claims that it costs retailers an average of
5.9p to accept a debit card and 18.4p to accept a credit card, compared to just 1.4p
for a cash payment. The group is calling on the government to “take action to tackle
excessive card costs”.
It is not surprising that the BRC, a trade association representing retail businesses in the
UK, is calling for action to reduce costs for its members – but does it have a point?
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The situation is complex. While the headline cost of acceptance figures put out by
the BRC are dramatic, they ignore transaction amounts, which are typically lower
for cash and would be expected to lead to a smaller per transaction cost. The report
does present further data comparing average acceptance costs with turnover, and it
suggests debit cards are twice as expensive – and credit and charge cards four times
as expensive – as cash.
Even if you accept these figures, retailers clearly benefit from the ability to accept
payment cards. Acquirers and the card schemes would argue that their investments in
security, innovation and simplicity serve retailers by providing standardised and widely
accepted and recognised networks. They would also argue that this is a competitive
market and that there is no need for intervention.
This last point is perhaps less clear‑cut. It is almost impossible for regulatory bodies to
determine what the appropriate pricing of card acceptance should be, so if they are
to intervene it should be to investigate whether market forces are indeed working.
Even then, there is a question of how to act – retailers themselves don’t have a great
track recording of passing on previous reductions in fees to customers, which brings
into question the exact purpose of intervening in the first place. If one thing is clear, it
is that nobody should expect resolution on this issue any time soon.
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